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SECTION 1

GENERAL TERMS OF CONDITIONS
1. General Information for Bidders
The National Credit Regulator (NCR) was established in terms of Section 12 (1) of the National Credit
Act (Act 34 of 2005) and came into being on 1 June 2006.
The NCR will determine which bidding organisation (“bid participant”), if any, is appointed in
response to this request for submission as stipulated in section 2 of this document.
1.1.

General Terms

This tender is issued in terms of the Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999 (PFMA), the
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act 5 of 2000 (PPPFA), the Preferential Procurement
Regulations, 2017 (PPR), Supply Chain Management Regulations issued by the National Treasury
and BBBEE Act.
Parties that wish to submit proposals are required to indicate that they are willing to accept the
General Conditions and Procedures of the NCR (see Section 4 below and Annexure B.1). Please
read this document carefully prior to submitting your proposal.
1.2.
1.2.1.

The Proposal Format
Economy of proposal preparation

The proposal should be prepared simply and economically, providing a straightforward and concise
description of the bid participant’s ability to meet the requirements of the proposal request.
Clear factual responses are required. The content of the proposals shall determine the merit of
each participant, not brochures or other marketing material. To facilitate the review of proposals,
participants are required to organise their responses according to the format presented below.
Should a participant wish to provide additional information, that information should be referred to,
and provided for, in a file of Annexures.
1.2.2.

Validity of proposals

The proposals must include a statement as to the period for which the proposal remains valid. The
proposal must be valid for at least ninety (90) days from the due date for the submission of all bids.
Refer to the quarters in the terms of reference (TOR).
1.2.3.

Number of proposals

Each bid participant must provide three (3) hard copies and 1 CD/Stick of their entire proposal,
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including all the documentation referred to in 4 below, in the format specified in that section. All
submitted proposals will become the property of the NCR, and will not be returned. Receipt of all
proposals will be recorded in a register at the point of receipt. One copy of the proposal must be
signed and dated in black ink by the bidder or authorized representative of the bidder and initialled
on each page.
2. Submission of proposals
2.1.

Proposals must reach the offices of the NCR before 11:00 on 20 SEPTEMBER 2021,
@11H00am and must be enclosed in a sealed envelope which must be clearly
labelled/addressed on the outside:
(a) RFP No: NCR 782.08.2021
(b) TERMS OF REFERENCE TO APPOINT A SERVICE PROVIDER TO DEVELOP
THE DEBT HELP SYSTEM (DHS) FOR THE NATIONAL CREDIT REGULATOR
(c) CLOSING DATE: 20 SEPTEMBER 2021 AT 11H00 SHARP

2.2.

Proposals are to be submitted in the marked tender box, in the reception area, National
th

Credit Regulator, 127-15 Road, Randjiespark, Halfway House, Midrand. The tender box
will only be available for the depositing of proposals between 08h00 and 16h30 on
weekdays (excluding public holidays).
2.3.

Please note that this RFP closes punctually at 11h00 on 20 SEPTEMBER 2021. No late
submissions will be considered under any circumstances.

2.4. All the documentation referred to in Section 4 below must be submitted. Failure to submit
all the documentation referred to in this section may result in a submission being
discarded, and not considered for evaluation.
2.5. If responses are not delivered as stipulated in this Section 2.1, such responses will be
considered “late”, and will not be considered for evaluation.
2.6. The NCR shall not disclose any details pertaining to the responses received, to any other
participant, as this is regarded as confidential information.
2.7.

Envelopes must not contain documents relating to any RFP other than the one referred to
in this RFP.

2.8.

The responses to the RFP will be opened as soon as is practical after the expiry of the
time advertised for receiving them.

2.9.

Only the participants that are short-listed after the evaluation process will be informed of
the results of the submission adjudication process.
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2.10. After the evaluation process is completed, the Evaluation Committee may, prior to making
a final selection, draw up a shortlist of participants and require them to make a detailed
presentation to the Adjudication Committee. A minimum of 2 days’ notice will be given to
relevant participants in advance of the presentation date.
3. Timetable
Date

Activity

26/08/2021

Advertisement of the RFP

20/09/2021

Closing date @ 11h00

21/09/2021

Preliminary evaluation

23/09/2021

Evaluations by the Evaluation Committee

01/10/2021

Adjudication Committee meeting

08/10/2021

Appointment

The National Credit Regulator reserves the right to determine the structure of the process, the right
to determine the number of short-listed participants, the right to withdraw from the proposal process,
and the right to change this timetable at any time without notice.
4. Documentation to be submitted
Please Note
All of the documentation described below must be submitted, with no omissions whatsoever.
Where a particular form or format of documentation is stipulated, this is the only form or format in
which these documents must be submitted. Failure to adhere to these requirements may result
in the rejection of the entire submission.
All of the documentation referred to below (in Parts One – Twelve) must be acknowledged
and submitted. For ease of reference and to facilitate the evaluation process, you are
requested to clearly mark each part of the submitted documentation as it is referred to below.

4.1.

Table of content

Introductory letter by the bidder with authorized contact person and details for this specific tender
4.2.

SBD 1 – should be the completed and inserted after the introductory letter

One – Proposal drafted in response to Terms of Reference
Section 2 of this document below, contains the terms of reference (TOR) for the above mentioned
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tender. Bid participants are required to draft a proposal that will clearly indicate to the Evaluation
Committee how they will fulfil the requirements as set out in the TOR.
Bid participants should include the following information when drafting their proposals:
 Proposals should make clear the relevant skills, experience and capacity of the
participant, in respect of this particular TOR. This is an important evaluation criterion. Bid
participants should ensure that their proposals focus on how they will address the
requirements of this TOR, rather than on achievements.
 Proposals must contain the details of the proposed approach to be adopted in order to
deliver the service in accordance with the TOR.
 Proposals should clearly indicate whether or not bid participants have the internal
capacity to meet the requirements of the TOR.
4.3.

Two – Pricing Proposal- SEPERATE ENVELOPE

SBD 3.1 Pricing Schedule together with signed off detailed pricing on the company’s letter head.
They must be completed on the original and signed, all in black ink. Forms with photocopies
and/or other reproductions of signatures may be rejected. Additional information may be added
on a separate page if necessary.
The total price that the participant will charge to deliver services in accordance with the TOR must
be clearly indicated. The pricing proposal should contain sufficient information to allow the
Evaluation Committee to estimate the cost of the service, to a high degree of accuracy.
Please note that a financial proposal must be submitted in a separate sealed envelope together
with your submission. The financial Proposal will be opened once all technical proposals have been
evaluated. This appointment will be made in line with QBS. All prices provided must be inclusive
of Value-Added Tax (VAT).
Please note that the prices contained in the pricing proposal are the only charges that may be levied
if the participant’s proposal is successful, unless explicitly agreed to in writing by the National Credit
Regulator, and in terms of the General Conditions of Contract, no additional cost will be accepted
after the bidding documents have been submitted and the tender closing date has expired. Any cost
for additional parts and peripherals needed for the successful implementation of the project shall
remain and form part of the bidding price.
4.4.

Three – General Conditions and Procedures of the NCR

Annexure B and B1 - General Conditions and Procedures of the NCR. Bid participants must
indicate clearly that they have read this document, and have no objections to being bound by its
contents. In cases where any provisions of the General Conditions and Procedures conflict with this
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General Information for Bidders and/or Terms of Reference, the latter will take precedence over
the General Conditions of Contract.
4.5.

Four – Contract Form: Rendering of Services

Annexure C - Contract Form: Rendering of Services. This will only be completed by the successful
bidder once a selection has been made by NCR. Participants do not, therefore, need to complete
this form at the bidding stage but their proposals must clearly indicate that they have read this form,
and have no objections to signing it as is, if selected as the successful participant.
4.6.

Five – Tax status

Annexure D - Please attach CSD showing Tax status
A CSD print out must also be attached.
4.7. Six – Preference Points Claim Form
Annexure E – form SBD 6.1. Bid participants must complete Sections 8 and 9 in full. DO NOT
RETYPE THESE FORMS. They must be completed on the original and signed, all in black ink.
Forms with photocopies and/or other reproductions of signatures may be rejected. ## Please note
that a BBBEE certificate/ sworn affidavit must also be attached to the bid documents. None
submission will result in zero scoring in this competitive bidding process
4.8.

Seven – Declaration of Interest

Annexure F – form SBD 4. DO NOT RETYPE THESE FORMS. They must be completed on the
original and signed, all in black ink. Forms with photocopies and/or other reproductions of
signatures may be rejected.
4.9.

Eight – Declaration of past Supply Chain Management Practices

Annexure G – form SBD 8. DO NOT RETYPE THESE FORMS. They must be completed on the
original and signed, all in black ink. Forms with photocopies and/or other reproductions of
signatures may be rejected.
4.10. Nine – Non-Disclosure Agreement
Annexure H – Non-Disclosure Agreement. Participants must indicate clearly that they have read
this agreement, and have no objections to signing it, as is.
4.11. Ten – Certificate of Independent Bid Determination
Annexure I – Certificate of Independent Bid Determination Participants. They must be completed
on the original and signed, all in black ink. Forms with photocopies and/or other reproductions of
signatures may be rejected.
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4.12. Eleven – SLA draft version for supplier review
Annexure K – SLA draft version for supplier review. The participants must indicate clearly that they
have read this agreement, and have no objections to signing it, as is. If not objections should be
outlined separately in a letter. NB: all the SBD documents can be downloaded from our website https://www.ncr.org.za/tenders-download/current-tenders
5. Evaluation Criteria
Proposals will be evaluated on the 80/20 preference points scoring system: that is, 80% of the
points awarded will be based on price, as indicated in the table below; and 20% of the points
awarded will be based on B-BBEE codes system, allocated as indicated in the table below:
B-BBEE

status

level

of Number of points

Price

contributor

Total maximum points

20

80

Functionality will be evaluated in terms of Section 2 point 10
6. Conflict of interest
Service providers are required to provide services that are professional, objective and impartial.
Service providers must ensure that there is no conflict of interest between existing assignments,
obligations and responsibilities to other clients and the services set out in the TOR. In the event of
any uncertainty in this regard, full disclosure in the submitted proposal should be considered. Nondisclosure of a conflict of interest may be grounds for termination of any contract.
7. Confidentiality agreement
The successful service provider may have access to confidential data or information. The
appointment of a successful bidder is subject to that bidder agreeing to the contents of, and signing,
the NCR’s standard Non-Disclosure Agreement.
8. Contact details
This no-contact policy does not apply to any information deemed to be in the public domain, or
which is readily available from organs of State, which are repositories of such information. All
communications and enquiries/requests for clarification relating to this proposal should be directed
to procurement@ncr.org.za.
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SECTION 2
TERMS OF REFERENCE TO APPOINT A SERVICE PROVIDER TO DEVELOP THE DEBT HELP
SYSTEM (DHS) FOR THE NATIONAL CREDIT REGULATOR

1. BACKGROUND

Section 86(4) of the National Credit Act (NCA), requires a debt counsellor to notify the credit bureaus
of debt review application in order to prevent reckless credit lending and borrowing. To prevent
inefficiencies as a result of the manual intervention in implementing this provision, in 2008 the National
Credit Regulator (NCR) proactively developed a web- based system called the Debt Help System
(DHS) to serve as a communication tool of this information from the debt counsellors (DCs) to the
credit bureaus (CBs). This information is transmitted to the credit bureau on a daily basis through the
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Upon receipt of the file from the SFTP, the CBs have to place
a debt counselling indicator on the consumers’ credit profile.
DHS is bespoke as it is built in alignment with the rapidly evolving debt counselling process/landscape
and requires dedicated and specialized services for management, support and maintenance. With
the passing of time, the DHS became a significant reporting and compliance monitoring tool for the
NCR to date.
Although not exhaustive, the primary functionalities of DHS include the following:


Loading of debt counselling applications by DCs from the front end;



Daily and overnight transmission of data to the CBs via SFTP;



Updating of status codes on progress of application by the DCs;



Search functionality for the NCR and DCs;



Automatic transfer of a single consumer from one DC to the other;



Manual bulk transfer of consumers by the NCR from one DC to the other;



Database storage; and



Dashboard reporting for the NCR and DCs.

Due to the evolving nature of debt counselling and the advancement of technology with regards to
integration of systems, document storage and software functionality, the NCR would like to undertake
the development of the DHS to amongst other things, include new functionalities, integrate with
existing debt counsellor software systems, improve the document upload and storage capabilities and
others.
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As at June 2021, the total number of registered debt counsellors on the NCR’s database was 1702
(this number fluctuates as and when debt counsellors are registered and de-registered and/or lapsed).
The number of registered credit bureaus receiving the daily SFTP file is 6 and the number of NCR
officials with various levels of access to the system is 43.
2. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project is to capacitate the NCR and the debt counselling industry with a highly
automated system that complies with the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), improves
efficiency of the debt counselling process, enhances the reporting and compliance monitoring of the
NCR.
3. TERMS OF REFERENCE/SCOPE OF WORK

In light of the above, the NCR would like to appoint a service provider for a period of four (4) yeas to
develop DHS, provide support and maintenance post the development of DHS.

In providing this service, the service provider must pay attention to the following terms of reference
and have regard to the application and compliance with the Protection of Personal Information Act
(POPIA):
3.1 PHASE 1 – ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT DHS


The service provider is to assess the current DHS (front end, back end including software and
hardware) for a comprehensive understanding of the system prior to commencement of the
development of a new system. This will be one of the inputs into the development of the new
system, as some of the functionality will be required in the new system.



A detailed report of findings to be provided as proof of assessment.



The report should include findings in relation to the front and back end configurations, the
software and hardware, the security of the system, the connectivity.



Lessons learnt based on the assessment of the current DHS

3.2 PHASE 2 – DOCUMENTATION OF REQUIREMENTS
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Document the end to end DHS process flow to cater for the full functionality of the system that
delivers various requirements of all stakeholders in the debt counselling end to end process.
Service provider to work with the stakeholders to understand the functionality. It should include
process flows for each aspect of the system from capturing into DHS to outputs by DHS. Each
process to be documented, reviewed and approved.



Produce the following documentation to be able to deliver the improvements required for the
DHS:
o

Business requirements document

o

Product requirements document

o

System design and architecture. Amongst other items, it should include:


The hardware requirements which will highlight the servers required, capacity
and underlying operating systems required

o



The software licensing requirements for a period of 3 years



Database design of all databases for the new system

Security requirements documentation to cater for protection against cyber threats and
intrusion attempts

o

Requirements specification that captures both functional and non-functional
requirements



Review current validation for the capturing and subsequent loading on the bureaus side to
ensure alignment across all credit bureaus



Documentation should include how system security will be implemented to enforce proper
segregation of duties
3.3 PHASE 3 – DEVELOPMENT OF THE DHS (9 TO 12 MONTHS INCLUSIVE OF
PHASES 1-5)

3.3.1


FUNCTIONALITY OVERVIEW

Develop a web-based front end for DCs aligned and guided by the end to end debt counselling
process which must integrate with appointed Credit Technology Association (CTA) DC
software systems and CB systems. Some of the front-end functionality includes the following
(service provider to unpack full set with the NCR as part of business analysis):



o

Capturing of consumer information

o

Removal of consumers from debt counselling process

o

Migration of consumers from one debt counsellor to the other

o

De-activation / blocking of debt counsellor

Redefine the process and data flow and user friendliness of the capturing screens.
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Define and align the business rules and relevant validations rules (i.e. mandatory, values,
codes, and the like) on the capturing fields according to the NCR requirements and with the
assistance of the NCR



Develop a functionality that provides notification to consumers on their debt counselling
application, progress and exit from the process either through an email and/or SMS.



Accessibility: Where a DC employs many admins and they all require access to their DHS
profile, they must formally apply for access to specific users and that such users be allocated
a sub number (e.g. NCRDC219A OR NCRDC123C). These users are to be recorded in the
login and paper trail which will help in identifying the specific user. It must also be that such
sub number can be deactivated when such person leaves the employ of the DC firm. The sub
access can also be at different levels, e.g. capturer versus super user.



Uploading of documents: The system should be able to allow for debt counsellors to upload
documents of consumers for clearance certificate update and in a case of a single transfer.
These processes to be defined and an indication on who to access the documents to be
specified.



Capability to block registration of new applications if loaded records on the DC profile are not
up to date as per the defined timelines. In addition, send notifications to DCs when noncompliance regarding the defined timelines for a record to be on a certain status code is
approaching which will require the debt counsellor to update the record to the following status
code as per the process and timelines to be defined.



Date subsets must be programmed into the system to enable a functionality to block the
user/debt counsellor from loading new applications if there are records falling outside the
defined retention timelines/dates and are not up to date (non-compliance). To unblock for
further use, the debt counsellor must resolve and update all outdated records. This will include
the ability for the system to generate an email and dispatch it to the user prior to such block to
load new applications.


3.3.2


Development should take place using HTML, CSS, JQuery, C#, ASP.net.
ONBOARDING OF CONSUMERS

When consumers are on-boarded on DHS, the system should allocate a unique DHS number
that will be used as an identifier for the record throughout the process and should have the
capability to store and audit the interactions in the onboarding process of consumers.



Pre-authorisation of consumers prior to being loaded onto DHS. Bidder to include as part of
the pricing the cost on how they propose to address this onboarding authentication feature
(i.e. whether by USSD validation, SMS / email verification etc.)
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The process flow of onboarding of consumers is to be developed and documented in detail as
per section 3.2.

3.3.3


DEBT COUNSELLING APPLICATION MANAGEMENT AND RELATED MATTERS

DCs must update DHS on progress of the debt counselling application, therefore the service
provider has to build a functionality that enables the updates by implementing and applying
various status codes.



Due to the evolving nature of the debt counselling process, the system should have the
flexibility to introduce and/or amend status codes at the request and on instructions by the
NCR. This should be configurable in the system to be amended by an approved NCR
resource.



The system should be able to be amended based on changing regulations and industry
developments.



For the purpose of quality assurance and accountability, the system should have the ability to
keep an active activity/log to be readily accessible when the need arise. The NCR must be
able to access the identity, date and time of all updates done by the DC and/or the CB systems
to be able to identify the user making such updates.



From time to time, DCs stop practicing, are de-registered or deceased. All the consumers
associated with such DC within DHS will then have to be transferred to a new DC within a
reasonable time. This transfer process is currently conducted manually by the NCR. The
service provider will be required to develop an automated system which can cater for the bulk
transfer of active consumers from one DC to another on the instruction of the NCR and without
manual intervention by the NCR operator (i.e. back end) and automatically send notification
of this transfer to the DC and CBs. This function is to be fulfilled by someone in NCR DC
department but require it to be an easier process than the current one.



Furthermore, there should be provision made on the system for the records of inactive (i.e. no
longer under debt review) consumers to be stored/archived/discarded to ensure compliance
with the POPIA. The register, retention and disposition of these records to be defined.



When DCs are no longer practicing, they are to be removed as a user on the DHS and the
system is to provide a user friendly process of blocking access to such DCs when the need
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arise. Function to be fulfilled by someone in the NCR DC department and the status (e.g.
lapsed, deceased, etc.) of such DC to be reflected on the DC profile for ease of reference.


DCs have changes in the contact details, address, e-mail address, telephone numbers and
the like from time to time. When such changes occur, the DHS needs to be updated with the
new details. The service provider should develop a process whereby DCs can update such
details automatically within the system and an audit trail to be developed whereby such
changes can be tracked for quality assurance and accountability purposes. Such an audit trail
is to be accessed by the NCR.



The NCR frequently communicates industry updates with the DCs through issuance of
circulars and guidelines. The service provider should develop automated mailing lists for DCs,
whereby such communication can be conducted instantly with the DCs on such mailing lists.
Integration with the NCR’s Outlook and / or Mimecast system will be required to achieve this.
This functionality is to include a report on delivered and failed communications. In addition,
the system should create a link for these documents to be accessed from the NCR’s public
website.

3.3.4


SEARCH FUNCTIONALITY

The system should contain a search engine which allows for the access of consumer and DC
information in a user friendly manner. The search engine should allow for a copy and paste
functionality of information from other sources and be innovatively developed in completing
the searches using limited information (e.g. if the consumer’s ID number is not found). This
functionality should be available to the NCR and DCs. If possible, include functionality to do a
bulk search for consumers or DCs by importing lists (e.g. a list of ID numbers where available).



Search functionality for all DCs which contain street addresses, phone numbers and emails
as well as the DCs status with the NCR (i.e. active or inactive).



Develop a search functionality with a view only access to enable credit providers to view the
status of the consumer’s debt counselling application, the DC details and the transfer status.

3.3.5

REPORTING FUNCTIONALITY

FOR THE NCR
The DHS should have the following capabilities relating to the reports and enable the NCR to extract
and view reports that indicate the following:


A consolidated report of all active and inactive consumers by status codes.
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Capability to segment/slice and dice reports using information such as date, DC details, status
codes and others.



Segment by date, DC and status code in Microsoft Excel.



DCs compliance status relating to the update of status codes of consumers’ debt counselling
application.



Work in progress reports for single transfers.



Transfer report with details of the new and old DCs as well as the history of transfers.



Transfer process work in progress/pending reports by single and bulk transfer request
segmentation.



Consolidated report on all matters, active and inactive per debt counsellor by status code.



Customised statistical reports that indicate all consumer information as captured by DCs.



Detailed consumer activity report to be accessed for the period of the consumer being loaded
on DHS by the DC and NCR.



Clearance certificate reports with the capability to slice and dice the clearance certificates
issued on consumers with and/or without home loans. DCs must be able to upload clearance
certificates for bureaus to view as validation to remove debt review indicator at the bureaus.



Reports which show how consumers are making payments to the credit providers (i.e. directly
or through the PDAs).



Management reports (in relation to supervisor / management tracking).



Reports to be exportable to Excel and PDF formats.



There should be a mixture of reports being pulled and pushed:
o

Monthly reports to be pushed on a specific date of the month;

o

Other reports to be pulled from the system by the NCR

FOR THE DCs
The DHS should enable the DCs to extract and view reports that indicate the following:


All active and inactive consumers by status codes.



Segment/slice and dice reports using information such as date, DC details, status codes and
others.



Segment by date, DC and status code in Microsoft Excel.



Records that must be updated as per the applicable timelines.



There should be a mixture of reports being pulled and pushed:
o

Reports to be pushed to DCs by NCR for compliance monitoring

o

DCs to be able to pull certain reports
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o
3.3.6

Consumers transferred with effective dates and status codes.

EXCEPTION REPORTS


Automated daily/weekly/monthly exceptions reports to the NCR on matters that has
passed a certain perimeter date and require an update due to the operation of law.



CB exception reports on records that could not pass the validation rules to be loaded
successfully. These records must be channeled to the debt counsellor that has created
the record in order to update accordingly to enable the CBs to load the record
accordingly.



The purpose of such exception reports is to alert the DC of any status that did not
automatically update or was not updated and act as a reminder to action the update
process or report a problem in the process.



Quarterly consolidated reports on such exception reports delivered to the NCR and the
DC.


3.3.7

Reports to be pushed to individual DCs containing own consumers.

TRANSFER AND WITHDRAWAL PROCESSES

Develop a functionality for the transfer and withdrawal processes, including all the necessary system
change requirements, including but not limited to the following:


Process flow for both the transfer and withdrawal functionality.



Automate the bulk transfer process currently manually performed by NCR (Transfer of
active consumers only and storing of inactive in the back end for easy retrieval).



Automate the single transfer function for transfers between DCs.



On the single transfer functionality, cater for a field to capture reasons for consumers
that transfer from different debt counsellors. This should include any reason for
declines of transfer requests by a debt counsellor.



Develop a functionality that enables the consumer to be informed of the transfer (E.g.
an SMS or Email (according to the choice of the consumer) which includes the details
of old DC and new DC).

3.3.8

DHS DATA TRANSFER TO CREDIT BUREAUS REGISTERED WITH NCR


Develop a functionality for DHS to integrate with CBs’ systems to facilitate real time
data transfer between the respective systems (i.e. real time placing and removal of a
debt counselling flag on the consumers’ credit profile)
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Since the DHS will be integrating with multiple credit bureaus, the DHS must have a
specific set of requirements and variables that it require from the CBs to integrate with
it. So, CBs should be supplied with the API that they are required to have in order to
integrate with the DHS. The API would be given by the NCR technical support to the
relevant CB.

3.3.9


DATABASE / DOCUMENT STORAGE

Provide a secure environment to store, manage and maintain all data for all active and all
inactive consumers in the debt counselling process.

This should cater for all current

consumers as well as future consumers.


Provide a secure environment to store, manage and maintain all information and documents
uploaded by the current DC software systems or directly to DHS. The functionality requiring
uploading of documents is for single transfers and clearance certificates.



DHS should have a functionality for the compulsory upload of certain defined documents prior
to the system accepting the upload or changing any additional status code. Functionality for
DHS to submit a completed Form 19(Clearance Certificate) and supporting documents to the
CBs.



Cater for a secure access of consumer daily debt counselling transactions as updated by all
debt counselors for all credit bureaus registered with the NCR in real time.



Expunge and/or delete consumer information from the DHS system 2 years after the issuing
of a clearance certificate. This is intended to assist the NCR with the monitoring of consumers
who re-applies for DC within 2 years of being rehabilitated.



The database should be Microsoft SQL Server 2018 or higher and meet the industry standards
for continuity and growth in data size and structure.



Bidder to propose and quote for an archiving solution to manage the space on the DHS.



DHS should have the capability to hold the registered DCs database which is in synch with
the NCRDCRS database.

3.3.10 DHS INTEGRATION WITH OTHER DEBT COUNSELLING RELATED SYSTEMS

Build interfaces between DHS and the other debt counselling related systems to ensure that all debt
counselling related and relevant information is extracted and stored within the DHS system. The main
system is the Debt Counselling Registration System (NCRDCRS):


Integrate with the NCR’s system used to record details of registered debt counsellors to
automatically create DHS profiles when DCs are registered on the NCR internal Debt
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Counselling Registration System (NCRDCRS). The same information as appears on
NCRDCRS may be used to define the fields to be populated on DHS registration page.


This integration should enable any update made to contact details by a debt counsellor on
DHS to link to NCRDCRS. When the debt counsellor renews registration annually, the system
should prompt for an update of contact details as well. Service provider to outline the
integration software and mechanism that will be used for integrations. Licensing required for
integration software is to be outlined (if any is required).



DC’s details on NCR internal registration database (Debt Counselling Registration SystemDCRS) are to be kept up-to-date and consistent with NCR debt counselling information
database.



Interface with the DCRS system whereby the DC can access renewal notifications, upload
proof of payment of annual renewal fees and receive electronic copies of renewed DC
certificates with the capability of the printing thereof in colour.



Automate the updating of DC information/details through DHS and to also automatically
update DCRS.

3.3.11 CREDIT TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION (CTA) AFFILIATED SOFTWARE AND DHS
INTEGRATION

DCs often subscribe to debt counsellor specific software offered by members of the CTA. Such
systems are not integrated with the DHS system. DCs are required, as part of their conditions of
registration to update periodically and after the occurrence of an event the DHS system with a system
specific code.


The service provider is required to develop full integration between the CTA affiliated systems
and DHS to allow automatic system updates of the DHS system when a specific event occurs.
(E.g. when a Form 17.1 is issued by the DC, the DHS is automatically updated with status “A”
on DHS and so on)



Develop status codes and/or indicators relevant to specific actions by DCs. This will include
the following indicators (not limited):
 DC service suspension indicator;
 Transfer pending and historic transfer indicator;
 PDA affiliation indicator (specify the PDA used);
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 Consumer payment method indicator (i.e. directly to CPs or via PDAs).


Since the DHS will be integrating with multiple CTA DC system vendors, the DHS must have
a specific set of requirements and variables that it requires from the appointed and recognized
CTA DC system vendors to integrate with it. So, CTA DC system vendors should be supplied
with the API that they are required to have in order to integrate with the DHS. The API would
be given by the NCR technical support to the relevant DC system vendor.

3.3.12 USER GUIDE AND TRAINING


The service provider is to produce an online user guide on the use of the DHS and provide
training to NCR staff. Training requirements:
o

System administrator training to NCR technical support staff

o

User training for NCR DC department staff

o

Super user training to NCR DHS owners (that will enable them to train up new DCs or
public debt counsellors)

o

Make room for possible training to be done for external parties (i.e. those who will need
to interface with the system such as external DCs)



The user guide or help functionality must be embedded in DHS and have the ability to be
updated on a regular basis by the support function (service provider or NCR technical resource
depending on the nature of the change)

3.3.13 NCR SUPPORT AND FUNCTIONS


Although the system will be under maintenance and support with the service provider, the
system will be owned by NCR.



The service provider must upskill the NCR technical staff to understand the system being
developed so that they can provide first line support and debugging functions.

3.3.14 SYSTEM SECURITY FEATURES

The system should provide security features such as but not limited to:


Application & DB level authentication and access rights based on roles
o

System should provide different levels of user access (read / write / modify) based on user
roles:
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NCR departments – normal, admin and super users (integrate with AD)

-

Provide the NCR staff with login details to be able to perform functions ranging
from access of DHS and credit bureau reconciliation reports, verification and
execution of the transfer process, verification of clearance certificate, and
compliance information for all registrants (i.e. Debt counsellors, Credit Bureaus
and Credit Providers). This functionality must include different levels of access
for staff members with different functions within the NCR (admin/monitoring/call
centre / super-users etc.)

-

User roles per department to be uncovered during the course of the project



Registered debt counsellors and admin staff.



Credit Providers.



A secure firewall and anti-virus solution and the SP to advise on additional security measures.



External debt counsellors being able to apply for multiple sub user profiles as and when
required under their main DC profile to access the system. This functionality to have user
authentication measures (CBA input) to prevent multiple users accessing the system through
one user profile.



An audit trail of who logged into the system, date, time & activities to be produced by the DHS
system for audit and investigation purposes. This should have the capability to be extracted
from the system.



An audit trail to show any changes made to the DHS system i.e. a change log that can be
extracted from the system



Overall password management:
o

Provide access to the newly registered DCs and relevant sub users (i.e. automatically
generated login credentials with security features)

o

The system should block a user who attempts to login with incorrect details 3 times.

o

Incorrect password and password expiry assistance to ensure that registrants have full
and uninterrupted access to the system. This will include an OTP system process whereby
the password can be changed without NCR involvement upon receipt of the OTP.

o

Information regarding log in attempts and password management must be stored to form
an audit trail for use by the NCR where required.

o

The service provider to advise on additional password management measures.

o

The system must also enable an NCR system administrator to override / block an account
where necessary and automatically block the profiles of inactive DCs from NCRDCRS.

3.3.15 DATA VALIDATION
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Service provider to design, develop, test and implement validation for all the data to be inputted
into the system according to NCR business rules with the NCR’s input. Input data includes but
is not limited to ID numbers, DC numbers, addresses etc.



It is important to note that this exercise will involve liaising with Credit Bureaus as this data is
transmitted to them. NCR would like to apply same standards to avoid exceptions. Service
provider to be involved in the process.



Service provider to work with the NCR to get the full set of data.



Service provider to document validation rules.

3.3.16 DATA MIGRATION

The service provider is required to do the following:


Provide the NCR with a data extraction (including cleansing, if applicable) plan and
documentation for the data extraction from the DHS and databases.



Provide the NCR with the data migration plan and documentation on how data will be migrated
from the current system to the new system.



Formulate the data formats that will be used in the new system. If such formats will remain the
same as is on the existing system such should be documented accordingly.



Lead (including manage) and test the process of the migration with the assistance of the NCR
and related stakeholders.
3.4 PHASE 4 – MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT OF THE DHS



The service provider must be able to provide second line support on the system and should
cater for 24x7x365 contactability and availability.



The service provider must be able to give guidance to NCR’s technical department/ resource
on any requested enhancements (in line with their level 1 support)



Further responsibilities to be discussed during the course of the project prior to the kick-off of
the Support and Maintenance component

3.5 PHASE 5 – DOCUMENTATION OF THE DHS

The system should be well documented to facilitate proper handover of the system to NCR as the system
will be owned by NCR. This is the system documentation required:
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Source code documentation – explain how the code works for the use of software
engineers



Process documentation – include information on coding and UX standards



API documentation – contain full list of available APIs and informs developers how to
connect to system



Database documentation – containing class diagrams



Maintenance and help guide – describe known problems with the system and their
solutions



User documentation for both end users and system administrators. The documentation
should include information such as:
o

Quick start guide to provide overview of system functionality and basic guidelines

o

Complete manual which includes exhaustive details on how to install or operate
the system

o

Hardware and software requirements.

o

Detailed description of features and full guidelines on how to get the most out of
them

o

Trouble shooting guidelines

o

FAQs

3.6 PHASE 6 – HOSTING OF THE DHS


Service provider to host and maintain environments (Dev, Staging and Production) to deploy
the new DHS service application with compliant redundancy that meets industry standards
and POPIA.



Provide continuous hosting of the Debt Help System (DHS). This should include scalability,
redundancy and replication to ensure availability.



Provide adequate security for the hosted system. These should include but not be limited to:
o

Secure firewall

o

Anti-virus protection

o

Secure VPN access for only the designated service provider and NCR personnel to be
able to access the servers



Backup and Disaster recovery
o
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Provide regular backups of the following:


DHS Application



Front end configurations of the system



Database


o

Monthly reports for the NCR DC department

Provide disaster recovery for the environment. Disaster recovery should include the
following:


Regular testing – including a test plan, test results and analysis of the test
results



Recovery Point Object (RPO) of no more than 1 hour & Recovery Time object
(RTO) of no more than 2 hours, with the option to be able to amend it based on
the needs of the NCR business at a particular time, at no additional cost to
NCR.

o

Provide NCR with a Disaster Recovery and Back-up policies, plans, schedules and
logs



Provide managed services. These managed services should at minimum include the following:
o

Patch management with deployment, tracking and reporting of the patches.

o

A robust incident management and support process, which should cater for 24x7x365
contactability and availability.

o

Monthly SLA sessions to report back to NCR on the environment status for the month
including but not limited to:

o



Security



Patches



Infrastructure usage



Backups



Risks



Traffic

Monitoring and proactively managing the environment with the necessary system
alerts and reports in place in order to prevent errors and incidents on items including
but not limited to space, workloads, threats, traffic, and bandwidth. Liaise with the
NCR’s technical team in the management of such.



Work with NCR and the current hosting service provider to take over from current hosting
service provider.



Data backups to be made available to the new service provider / NCR on closure of the
contract. Time frame of information to be held by service provider to be stipulated.

3.7 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
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The DHS system should be on a current or recent Windows platform.



Service provider to recommend Microsoft software (pre-requisites) NCR requires to run the
proposed DHS solution



Although the solution will not be hosted at NCR, the service provider is to recommend
hardware should in future the solution need to be hosted at the NCR.



Costs for hardware and software including 3 year licensing fees and warranties to be included.

3.7.1



PRODUCTION

Bidder to include:
o

o

3.7.2

DB server:


Hard drive (storage): 1TB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

Web server:


Hard drive (storage): 2TB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

STAGING



Similar to the production environment



Bidder to include:
o

o

3.7.3
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DB server:


Hard drive (storage): 1TB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

Web server:


Hard drive (storage): 2TB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

DEVELOPMENT



Scaled down environment



Bidder to include:
o

o

DB server:


Hard drive (storage): 500GB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

Web server:


Hard drive (storage): 500GB



CPU: 4.0 GHz Quad Core or higher



Memory: 32 GB or higher

3.8 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
3.8.1 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH


The system development process should follow a hybrid agile/waterfall approach (e.g.
containing elements of SCRUM & SDLC). Expectations are that the development should be
divided into 2 week long sprints, with sprint review sessions to be held with the NCR.



The development process should include regular engagements with the NCR technical
resources



There should be a strong QA component embedded in the approach with the accompanying
relevant documentation. QA documentation should include the following:
o

Quality Management Plan

o

Testing strategy – to include unit, smoke, functional & non-functional, system
integration, performance, stress, regression and user acceptance testing.

o

Test plans including time frames, roles & responsibilities etc

o

Test case specifications

3.8.2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH


The service provider is to assign an experienced and certified Project Manager who will work
closely with the NCR Project Manager as well as liaise with other stakeholders through the
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various project processes and stages of initiation, planning, executing, monitoring and
controlling and closing. Project documentation should at minimum contain the following:
o

Project charter which will include high-level information on: scope, schedule, budget,
resources, risks, deliverables, assumptions/constraints, roles and responsibilities
including stakeholders, summary milestones, project approval requirements (how the
project will be deemed as successful & who will sign it off), project exit criteria
(conditions to be met in order to cancel or close a project or phase)

o

Project schedules showing tasks, duration, resources, timelines and clearly marked
milestones. It is important to note that invoicing should be milestone driven and linked
to the plan with proof of the deliverables.

o

Product roadmap with release cycles. The release cycles should include the
Minimum Viable Product (MVP).

o

Project management plan which will contain how the following will be managed:
Scope, Schedule, Cost, Quality, Resources, Communications, Risk, Stakeholders

3.8.3 CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL APPROACH


The service provider is to work with the NCR on a change management approach and process
i.e. how the NCR, Credit Bureaus, CTA, Credit Providers, Debt counsellors and PDA’s will be
on boarded on the new DHS system.



The service provider is to work with the NCR to develop a deployment plan. This deployment
plan should contain (but not be limited to):
o

How the system will be moved from Development to Staging to Production
environments

o

The criteria (what needs to be in place from a technical and non-technical point of view,
including the approvals process) in order to move the project through these
environments.



Post production, any changes that need to be made to the system will be required to go
through a proper change control process (to be defined) and be tested prior to being put into
production. NCR will work with the service provider to define the change control process. The
change control process should include (but not be limited to) the following elements:
o
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Define the difference between a change deemed billable v.s. non-billable

o

Types of changes (normal, urgent etc)

o

Change evaluation process

o

Change approval and sign-off process

3.8.4 PROPOSAL AND PRICING


Bidder to ensure that they have sufficiently quoted for direct and indirect costs in order for the
entire project to be successful. This includes the following:
o

The necessary development (including the engagements / sessions required
to be held with the NCR and parties whose systems need to be integrated with
i.e. CTA, CBs, DCs etc. along with testing), hosting, support and maintenance

o

Any third party licensing and software required for the successful development,
hosting, warranty, support and maintenance of the solution (all licenses are
renewable and payable annually)

o

Any other costs not mentioned above



Pricing should be detailed, unambiguous and directly in line with the proposal



Bidder must specify payment schedule linked to milestones and tangible deliverables.



Pricing for development, integration, implementation, testing and sign-off phase should not be
hourly or time and materials based.



Contingency Reverse:
o

Bidder to include a contingency reserve (10 – 15%) in the project budget to cater for
unforeseen changes during the process of development, integration, implementation,
testing and sign-off.

o

This amount should be releasable (for other purposes in the project or not be used at
all) should it not be used in the process of development, integration, implementation,
testing and sign-off.

o

Terms of use and approval process for its use to be clearly determined and negotiated
during contract negotiation stage so as to prevent using it for the sake of it. Scopecreep and practises including but not limited to gold plating for the sake of using the
contingency reserve will not be tolerated and will not be paid for.



The NCR reserves the right to:
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o

Accept part of a bid rather than the whole tender

o

Award to multiple bidders based either on size, geographic considerations or
specific expertise.

3.8.5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSIDERATIONS
Upon commencement of the project, the NCR will retain ownership of the documentation, code,
system and any other component related to the project and these should be accessible to and handed
over to the NCR as and when required. The intellectual property arising from this project shall vest in
the NCR.

3.8.6 HAND OVER


Towards the end of the contract term with the NCR (timeframe to be determined), the service
provider is to develop a handover plan with the input of the NCR to facilitate the handover of
in order to be able to hand the entire solution including the configurations, source code, data,
documentation and hosting to the NCR / service provider of NCR’s choice.



The service provider will not be permitted to retain any of the data as it belongs to the NCR. A
process to confirm the complete removal of the data will need to be built into the hand-over
plan.



The development of this handover plan should be priced into the contract if necessary.

3.8.7 RISK ASSESSMENT


As part of the proposal, the bidder is to provide an assessment of risks associated with the
scope, schedule, cost and quality of the entire engagement (development, testing,
implementation, support & maintenance and hosting) and associated risk response strategies
to avoid, mitigate or transfer the risk.



The NCR and service provider obligations in managing those risks are to be highlighted.



The bidder is to provide a list of assumptions and constraints as part of the risk assessment.

3.8.8 SOFTWARE TYPE
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Bidder to propose off-the-shelf software for the DHS that will be configured, developed upon
and customised to suit the NCR’s requirements.



Licensing and renewal costs for this off-the-shelf software to be included as part of the
proposal.



Preference will be given to bidders/proposals that propose off-the-shelf software over
bidders/proposals that propose bespoke software.

4. TIME FRAME

The contract will be for a period of 36 months from the conclusion of development, integration,
implementation, testing and sign-off.
5. FUNCTIONALITY EVALUATION CRITERIA
The bidder’s information will be scored according to the below points system and scoring criteria:
1= Poor; 2= Does not meet the requirements; 3= partially meets the requirements; 4= Meets the
requirements; 5= Exceeds the requirements

Description

Weights

Proven skill and capacity
Bidder to produce a detailed portfolio of past work in line with the NCR’s
requirements. Does bidder’s proposal display proven skill and capacity in regard to
the development, hosting and Support & Maintenance of critical and complex
systems?
Development and Integration experience


Detailed portfolio of past work:
o

Has the bidder successfully undertaken at least three complex, webbased, bespoke and off-the-shelf system development / configuration
projects or off-the-shelf system configuration in the past 5 years with
integration points external to the client that the system was developed
for?

o

Portfolios must indicate proven capacity and experience in systems
development and integration with internal and external systems.

Scoring:
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Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of more than three complex successful
development projects; systems developed included integration points with
external systems; systems have web-based front ends; systems have detailed
reporting functionality (dashboards / data slicing & dicing / visual reports /
exports to excel, pdf, text / any other functionality) = 5



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of three complex successful development
projects; systems developed included integration points with external systems;
systems have web-based front ends; systems have detailed reporting
functionality (dashboards / data slicing & dicing / visual reports / exports to
excel, pdf, text / any other functionality) = 4



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of two complex successful development
projects; systems developed included integration points with internal or external
systems; systems have web-based front ends; systems have some reporting
functionality (a subset of the following: dashboards / data slicing & dicing / visual
reports / exports to excel, pdf, text / any other functionality) = 3



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of one complex successful development
projects; systems developed do not integrate with any other system whether
internal or external; systems do not have a web-based front-end; systems have
no reporting functionality = 2



Bidder produce portfolios with insufficient detail on the complexity of the
system(s) developed; insufficient detail on the integration capabilities of the
system(s) developed; insufficient detail on whether or not the system(s) have a
web-based front-end; insufficient detail on the reporting functionality of the
system(s) developed = 1



Bidder produces no portfolio = 0

Hosting experience


Detailed portfolio of past work:
o

Has the bidder done hosting in the past 5 years for systems similar to or
larger than the DHS system?

o

Portfolios must indicate proven capacity and experience in hosting
services as well as proven capacity, skill, technology and experience in
hosting security.

Scoring:
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Bidder produces a detailed portfolio for more than three larger (than the DHS)
successful past projects; proven bidders’ hosting personnel and technology
capacity and hosting experience = 5



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of three similar past successful projects
with systems similar to the DHS; proven bidders’ hosting personnel and
technology capacity and hosting experience = 4



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of two similar past successful projects with
systems smaller than the DHS; proven bidders’ hosting personnel and
technology capacity and hosting experience = 3



Bidder produces a detailed portfolio of one similar past project = 2



Bidder produce a portfolio with insufficient detail; no information on hosting
personnel, technology capacity and hosting experience = 1



Bidder produces no portfolio = 0

Understanding of NCR’s environment and requirements
Bidders are to submit detailed proposals that contain the details of the proposed
approach to be adopted in order to deliver the services in accordance with the
TOR.
The proposals must show the bidder’s understanding of the Debt Review / Debt
Counselling environment and show how the solution will assist the NCR to be
compliant
The bidder to show the understanding of the POPIA and how will the way in which
the DHS system will run ensure the NCR’s compliance to it
Proposals should prove that the bidder has the resourcing and technological
capacity to fulfil the work under the TOR.


Proposed approach must be in relation to the scope of work. This means
inclusion of development, hosting, support and maintenance



Proposed approach is required to include the roll out plan in Microsoft
Project which indicates tasks, indicative timings, who is responsible for
those tasks (high-level) and pre-requisites/predecessors for those tasks



Proposed approach is also required to show value additions for the NCR;



Proposed approach must show adequate security for the system to avoid
hacking and unauthorised access



Bidder to propose off-the-shelf software for the DHS that will be configured,
developed upon and customised to suit the NCR’s requirements.
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Proposal must list all assumptions the bidder made in developing the
proposal.



Innovation and creativity will count favourably towards the bidder

Scoring:


Bidder submits a detailed proposed approach taking into consideration all
the requirements detailed under the scope of work; off-the-shelf customised
solution proposal which includes information on solution development
(development approach), hosting (hosting, back up & DR technology to be
used including diagrams), support and maintenance; proposal includes a
comprehensive roll out plan in Microsoft Project; proposal specifies how
system security will be approached; proposal directly lists all assumptions
that the bidder made; proposal shows elements of innovation & creativity;
proposal shows a comprehensive level of bidder’s understanding of the debt
review process, POPIA and its application on development of the system =
5



Bidder submits a detailed proposed approach taking into consideration all
the requirements detailed under the scope of work; off-the-shelf customised
solution proposal which includes information on solution development
(development approach), hosting (hosting, back up & DR technology to be
used including diagrams), support and maintenance; proposal includes a
comprehensive roll out plan in Microsoft Project; proposal specifies how
system security will be approached; proposal directly lists all assumptions
that the bidder made; proposal shows a basic (limited) level of bidder’s
understanding of the debt review process, POPIA and its application on
development of the system = 4



Bidder submits a detailed proposed approach taking into consideration only
some of the requirements detailed under the scope of work; proposal
includes partial information on solution development (development
approach), hosting (hosting, back up & DR technology to be used including
diagrams), support and maintenance; proposal includes a roll out plan in
Microsoft Project; proposal specifies how system security will be
approached; proposal indirectly shows assumptions that the bidder made;
no details around debt review process and/or POPIA = 3
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Bidder submits a detailed proposed approach taking into consideration only
some of the requirements detailed under the scope of work; proposal
includes partial information on solution development (development
approach), hosting (hosting, back up & DR technology to be used including
diagrams), support and maintenance; proposal includes a basic high level
roll out plan; proposal does not specify how system security will be
approached; proposal does not show assumptions that the bidder made; No
details around debt review process and/or POPIA = 2



Bidder submits a proposal missing a considerable amount of required
information; proposal does not include a roll out plan; proposal shows little
to no information on system security; proposal does not show assumptions
that the bidder made = 1



Bidder does not submit a proposed approach / proposal = 0

Proposals should contain the risk assessment, cater for handover at the end of the
contract terms and indicate the software type that is being proposed for the DHS.
The actual handover plan is not expected as part of the proposal, however, the
proposal needs to clearly stipulate the elements that the handover plan will contain.

Scoring:


Detailed risk assessment is given with risk responses, assumptions,
constraints and obligations of the service provider and NCR in managing
the risks; The proposal includes the development of a handover plan to
hand over the system and all its components (configurations, code,
documentation, data); Bidder guarantees that they will not retain any DHS
data at the end of the contract term; Bidder proposes off-the-shelf software
customised for the NCR; Off-the-shelf software that the bidder proposes has
been on the market for 5 years or longer = 5



Detailed risk assessment is given with risk responses, assumptions,
constraints and obligations of the service provider and NCR in managing
the risks; The proposal includes the development of a handover plan to
hand over the system and all its components (configurations, code,
documentation, data); Bidder guarantees that they will not retain any DHS
data at the end of the contract term; Bidder proposes off-the-shelf software
customised for the NCR; Off-the-shelf software that the bidder proposes has
been on the market for 3 years or longer = 4
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Detailed risk assessment is given with risk responses, assumptions and
constraints; The proposal includes the development of a handover plan to
hand over the system and all its components (configurations, code,
documentation, data); Bidder guarantees that they will not retain any DHS
data at the end of the contract term; Bidder proposes custom built DHS for
the NCR or off-the-shelf software that the bidder proposes has been on the
market for less than 3 years = 3



High-level risk assessment is given with risk responses; The proposal
mentions a handover plan but does not make mention of the elements that
will be handed over; Bidder expressly cannot guarantees that they will not
retain any DHS data at the end of the contract term; Bidder proposes custom
built DHS for the NCR = 2



High-level risk are identified but no risk responses; The proposal does not
make mention of a handover plan; Bidder expressly cannot guarantees that
they will not retain any DHS data at the end of the contract term; Bidder
proposes custom built DHS for the NCR = 1



No risks are listed; No mention of data retention at the end of the contract
period = 0

Proposals should clearly indicate whether or not bid participants have the internal
and technological capacity to meet the requirements of the TOR. This must at
minimum indicate the following:


The relevant skills level of the personnel to be dedicated to the work (Brief
CVs of the team members): Proposed personnel leading the project streams
(development, hosting) should have a minimum of 8 years of experience on
complex systems; proposed project manager / scrum master assigned to
the project should have a minimum of 7 years’ experience in managing
complex development projects and have a relevant qualification from a
recognised body (Certified Scrum Master, PMP, PRINCE2 etc.)



Explicitly state whether or not any of the work will be outsourced; The detail
of the work, if any, that will be outsourced to third parties and their skills level
/ qualifications

Scoring:


Lead personnel of the streams (development, hosting) have more than 8
years

of

experience

on

leading

on

complex

projects;

Project

Manager/Scrum Master has more than one relevant qualification and more
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than 7 years of experience in the management of complex development
projects; CVs included of all the people to be assigned to the project work;
proof of qualifications and accreditation included; information provided on
whether or not the work will be outsourced, with relevant CVs of the
personnel from the outsourced company = 5


Lead personnel of the streams (development, hosting) have 8 years of
experience on complex projects; Project Manager/Scrum Master has one
relevant qualification and 7 years of experience in the management of
complex development projects; CVs included of all the people to be
assigned to the project work; proof of qualifications and accreditation
included; information provided on whether or not the work will be
outsourced, with relevant CVs of the personnel from the outsourced
company = 4



Lead personnel of the streams (development, hosting) have between 6 and
8 years of experience on leading on complex projects; Project
Manager/Scrum Master has a relevant qualification and has between 5 and
7 years of experience in the management of complex development projects;
CVs included of all the people to be assigned to the project work; proof of
qualifications and accreditation not included; information provided on
whether or not the work will be outsourced, with relevant CVs of the
personnel from the outsourced company = 3



Lead personnel of the streams (development, hosting) have between 4 to 6
years

of

experience

on

leading

on

complex

projects;

Project

Manager/Scrum Master has a relevant qualification and has between 3 to 5
years of experience in the management of complex development projects;
CVs included of some of the people to be assigned to the project work; proof
of qualifications and accreditation not included; no information provided on
whether or not the work will be outsourced = 2


Lead personnel of the streams (development, hosting) with no more than 4
years

of

experience

on

leading

on

complex

projects;

Project

Manager/Scrum Master has no relevant qualification and has no more than
3 years of experience in the management of complex development projects;
CVs included for some of the people to be assigned to the project work;
proof of qualifications and accreditation not included; no information
provided on whether or not the work will be outsourced = 1
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No CVs provided; No information provided on whether or not any work will
be outsourced = 0

Financial criteria


Did the bidder quote in detail for hardware, software, 3-year licensing,
warranty, support and maintenance and all the services as per the scope of
work required by the NCR in terms of pricing schedule provided?



Did the bidder include milestone based invoicing tied to deliverables?



Did the bidder explicitly quote for a contingency reserve as requested?



Did the bidder make reference to the Rand:US$ exchange rate and taxes in
quoting for the hardware and software?



Is the bidder a certified OEM partner of the hardware and software they
have quoted for?

Scoring:


The bidder quoted in detail for all services required by the NCR; the bidder
quoted in detail for the hardware, software, 3-year licensing, warranty,
support and maintenance; the bidder quoted for a contingency reserve; the
bidder included a milestone based invoicing schedule tied to deliverables; the
bidder made reference to the actual Rand:US$ exchange rate and taxes in
quoting for the hardware and software; the bidder submitted valid OEM 10
reseller certificates; the bidder took the initiative to include additional
information that would assist the NCR in understanding the pricing = 5.



The bidder quoted in detail for all services required by the NCR; the bidder
quoted in detail for the hardware, software, 3-year licensing, warranty,
support and maintenance; the bidder quoted for a contingency reserve; the
bidder included a milestone based invoicing schedule tied to deliverables; the
bidder made reference to the actual Rand:US$ exchange rate and taxes in
quoting for the hardware and software; the bidder submitted valid OEM
reseller certificates = 4.



The bidder quoted in detail for some of services required by the NCR; the
bidder quoted in detail for some of the hardware, software, 3-year licensing,
warranty, support and maintenance; the bidder quoted for a contingency
reserve; the bidder included a milestone based invoicing schedule tied to
deliverables; the bidder made reference to the actual Rand:US$ exchange
rate and taxes in quoting for the hardware and software; the bidder submitted
valid OEM reseller certificates = 3.
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The bidder quoted in high-level for some of services required by the NCR; the
bidder quoted in high-level for some of the hardware, software, licensing,
warranty, support and maintenance; the bidder quoted for a contingency
reserve; the bidder included a milestone based invoicing schedule tied to
deliverables; the bidder did not make reference to the actual Rand:US$
exchange rate and taxes in quoting for the hardware and software; the bidder
submitted invalid OEM reseller certificates = 2.



The bidder quoted in high level for the services required by the NCR; the
bidder quoted in high-level for some of the hardware, software, licensing,
warranty, support and maintenance; the bidder did not quote for a
contingency reserve; the bidder did not include a milestone based invoicing
schedule tied to deliverables; the bidder did not make reference to the actual
Rand:US$ exchange rate and taxes in quoting for the hardware and software;
the bidder submitted invalid OEM reseller certificates = 1.



The bidder did not quote in any level of detail separately for the services,
hardware, software, licensing, warranty, support and maintenance; the bidder
did not quote for a contingency reserve; the bidder did not include a milestone
based invoicing schedule tied to deliverables; the bidder did not make
reference to the actual Rand:US$ exchange rate and taxes in quoting for the
hardware and software; the bidder did not submit any OEM reseller
certificates = 0.

References
Contact details of at least three references from amongst recent clients with whom
similar work has been conducted in the past 36 Months. Bidders must submit three
contactable references with the letterhead and official stamp / signature of the client
for whom the services were rendered. The letters should also have a clear
indication of the year(s) that the services were rendered.
Scoring:
 Bidder produces more than three contactable references = 5
 Bidder produces three contactable references = 4
 Bidder produces two contactable references = 3
 Bidder produces one contactable reference = 2
 References produced are not in the format requested or are missing

information = 1
 Bidder does not produce any contactable reference = 0
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Bidders are required to score a minimum of 70% points on functionality to qualify to be evaluated in
the next level (BBBEE and price). Bidders who do not score the minimum of 70% points on
functionality will be disqualified and not be evaluated on price and BBBEE.

6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


Brief company profile, as relevant to the above mentioned terms of reference.



Experience in the relevant areas.



Clientele.



A proposal including methodology



Confirmation that the proposed team members will in fact be available to undertake this exercise
at the appropriate time and meet the necessary deadlines.



The proposal should contain a work plan, showing tasks, timelines etc.



Contact details of at least three references from amongst recent clients with whom similar work
has been conducted in the past 12 Months.





Certificate of incorporation / legal status.
o

Company registration documents

o

Certified copy of directors identity documents

o

Certified BBBEE certificate

Financial proposal.
o

Detailed pricing on the company letter head, the total cost must link to SBD 1 attached.

o

NCR prefers a fixed rate for two years.

o

All costs associated with the project should form part of the bidding proposal

NB: Bidders must also submit a proof of registration on the central database system. (National
Treasury system)
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